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In this article, we present a novel theory for the long term evolution of the solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI) in lithium-ion batteries and propose novel validation measurements. Both SEI thickness
and morphology are predicted by our model as we take into account two transport mechanisms, i.e.,
solvent diffusion in the SEI pores and charge transport in the solid SEI phase. We show that a
porous SEI is created due to the interplay of these transport mechanisms. Different dual layer SEIs
emerge from different electrolyte decomposition reactions. We reveal the behavior of such dual layer
structures and discuss its dependence on system parameters. Model analysis enables us to interpret
SEI thickness fluctuations and link them to the rate-limiting transport mechanism. Our results
are general and independent of specific modeling choices, e.g., for charge transport and reduction
reactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the near future, automotive and mobile applications
demand power storage with large energy and power den-
sity. Currently, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the tech-
nology of choice for devices with these demands. They
operate at high cell potentials and offer high specific ca-
pacities while providing long lifetimes. The latter is a
consequence of the stable chemistry of modern LIB sys-
tems. A significant part of this stability can be attributed
to the passivation ability of the solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI). This thin layer forms between the negative
electrode and the electrolyte. Hence contact between
these phases is prevented and the continuous reduction
of electrolyte molecules is suppressed. These reduction
processes occur because the operating potential of the
negative electrode lies well below the stability window
of the electrolyte [1]. They are suppressed because re-
duction products quickly form the SEI during the first
charge of a pristine electrode. The self passivating abil-
ity is one of the most important distinctions between a
well and a badly performing lithium-ion battery chem-
istry. It is of such importance because the reduction re-
actions consume lithium-ions, directly reducing battery
capacity. However, a real SEI is not perfectly passivating
and electrolyte reduction is never completely suppressed.
Consequently, the lifetime of a battery is directly related
to the long-term passivating ability of the SEI.
Numerous studies on SEI have been conducted since
Peled reported on this correlation in 1979 [2]. Most of
these studies are experimental, investigating cycling sta-
bility as well as SEI impedance and composition. The-
oretical studies are scarce in comparison, despite estab-
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lished methods such as DFT and DFT/MD derivatives.
This can be partially explained with the chemical diver-
sity of SEI, which has been investigated by Aurbach et
al. for decades. Results are summarized in [3, 4] and in-
clude the study of SEI formation on graphite electrodes
in organic solvent mixtures. The most significant find-
ing of this time is that ethylene carbonate (EC) forms
a stable SEI on graphite as opposed to propylene car-
bonate (PC). Another focus of early studies is the SEI
composition, which has been probed by FTIR and XPS
and other techniques. Lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) and
lithium alkyl carbonates have been reported as products
from the reduction of organic carbonates.
Studies of simplified systems, i.e., binder-free elec-
trodes have improved our understanding of SEI compo-
sition only recently [5]. This advance is also due to the
use of novel experimental techniques such as solid state
NMR and TEM [6, 7]. The focus of these studies are the
standard LiPF6/organic carbonate mixtures on graphite
and silicon anodes. They find that SEI in EC containing
solvents is primarily composed of lithium ethylene dicar-
bonate ((CH2OCO2Li)2, Li2EDC). Polyethylene oxide is
also found as a major product of EC reduction. Linear
carbonates like dimethyl carbonate (DMC) are reduced
to lithium alkyl carbonates, such as lithium methyl car-
bonate (CH3OCO2Li, LiMC). These compounds play a
secondary role when EC is in the solvent mixture. This
is linked to the solvation shell of lithium-ions which are
preferably coordinated to EC [6, 8]. Furthermore, EC has
a higher reduction potential [9]. Li2CO3 is not present or
only found in small quantities in recent studies [6, 7, 10].
Its presence in several older studies is believed to corre-
late to water and CO2 contamination.
The electrolyte salt has a large impact on SEI com-
position and performance. It can shift the onset poten-
tial of SEI formation and influence the total irreversible
capacity during the first cycle [10, 11]. In LiPF6 solu-
tions, LiF is another major SEI compound while lithium
2oxyflurophosphates (LixPFyOz) are present in low quan-
tities [12]. The complex LiPF6 decomposition process is
investigated by Campion and Lux [13, 14].
Additionally, SEI composition depends on the elec-
trode material. Solvent decomposition reactions proceed
differently on graphite and lithium storage alloys [15].
Electrode materials exhibiting large volume change, i.e.,
silicon, fail to form a stable SEI. SEI needs to be flex-
ible to accommodate volume changes of the underlying
substrate without damage by cracking or rupture. It is
believed that these properties can be, to some degree,
provided by polymeric SEI compounds as found when
FEC is used as solvent or additive [12]. Harris and Lu
[16, 17] show, that SEI consists of a porous outer layer
and a dense inner (close the the electrode) layer by us-
ing isotope tracer and depth profiling techniques such as
TOF-SIMS. Evidence for a dual-layer structure is found
in the chemical composition of the film. Solid state NMR
studies also suggest that SEI is at least partially porous
[7].
To summarize, there is a general understanding of SEI
composition and morphology for few specific systems.
Especially SEIs on graphite electrodes in organic solvents
are studied and optimized for battery performance in sev-
eral studies. This vast amount of information creates the
elusive conclusion that SEI is well understood. However,
several key questions about basic SEI mechanisms have
yet to be answered. Most striking is the fact that the
mechanism for lithium-ion transport through the SEI is
still debated. Shi et al. propose a "knock-of" diffusion
mechanism for lithium-ion interstitials in Li2CO3 [18].
Diffusion of lithium-ions through Li2EDC is modeled by
Borodin et al. [19]. At the same time Zhang et al. sug-
gest that lithium-ions diffuse and migrate along bound-
aries between different SEI species [20]. Another open
question is the process of initial SEI formation where
nucleation and precipitation could play an important
role. Ushirogata et al. have recently suggested a “near-
shore aggregation” mechanism of electrolyte decomposi-
tion products [21]. This is supported by the fact that
the occupation of the lithium-ion solvation shell seems to
have a large impact on SEI properties [6, 8], which sug-
gests that reduction reactions occur in solution. Alterna-
tively, solvent molecules could be reduced when adsorbed
to the electrode. In this case, reduction products could
attach to the electrode immediately. Finally, there is an
open discussion about the mechanism driving long term
SEI growth. The passivation of the SEI is not perfect
and irreversible reduction reactions continue throughout
the battery life [22, 23]. This could be enabled by sev-
eral different mechanisms, for example electron leakage
through the SEI. However, a porous SEI allowing slow
solvent diffusion through the film is equally plausible. In
this scenario, solvent molecules would reach the electrode
if the SEI is porous or ruptured by the “breathing” of the
underlying electrode.
The lack of information on these issues can be at-
tributed to several reasons. The results of many common
experimental techniques are to some degree ambiguous.
Interpretations of FTIR and XPS spectra are difficult be-
cause many SEI compounds are similar to each other and
to residual electrolyte within the sample [24]. Rinsing
the sample of excess electrolyte before the measurement
is common, but known to selectively damage SEI. There-
fore, SEI is difficult to access experimentally. Further-
more, too many variables influence SEI properties signif-
icantly, preventing a systematic investigation. Not only
the solvent/salt combination but also the electrode ma-
terial and its surface treatment influence SEI formation
and properties [25]. Formation can take place at different
potentials, cycling rates and temperatures. Finally, SEI
chemistry is known to be sensitive to air exposure which
often occurs during sample transfer. All this makes an-
alyzing and comparing different studies and their results
difficult. Especially the identification of universal SEI
properties and mechanisms becomes complicated.
Continuum theories describe SEI formation in a simpli-
fied way and elucidate such universal properties. In this
way, they circumvent specifying the reaction kinetics of
the SEI formation reaction. Instead, the formation rate
is limited and determined by the throughput of the so
called “rate-limiting” transport mechanism. These mod-
els assume one such mechanism as the cause for long-
term SEI growth, i.e., electron conduction [26, 27] and
tunneling [28, 29] or solvent/salt diffusion [30, 31]. How-
ever, independent of the assumed mechanism, all of these
models predict similar long-term SEI thickness evolution.
Therefore, even a successful measurement of this predic-
tion cannot be used to confirm the underlying assump-
tions.
In conclusion, theoretical models based on transport
through the SEI should predict additional measurable
properties and dependencies. Tang et al. [32] approach
this task by comparing experiments with different mod-
els, each based on a single rate-limiting mechanism. Be-
cause of the dependence of SEI growth rate on electrode
potential, they finally conclude that electron conduction
rather than solvent diffusion is rate-limiting.
For this reason, we extend the standard approach, us-
ing two potentially rate-limiting transport mechanisms
at the same time and modeling a dynamic SEI poros-
ity. This is done in a one dimensional framework. We
describe the evolution of SEI thickness and morphology
along the axes perpendicular to the electrode surface.
The overall objective of this work is to make new ob-
servable predictions which allow to test and validate our
assumptions. Besides thickness evolution, our model can
predict the formation of a porous SEI and explain sev-
eral dual-layer scenarios. These results are obtained for
two different rate-limiting transport mechanisms namely
electron conduction and diffusion of neutral lithium inter-
stitials. Additionally, solvent diffusion through the SEI
pores can become the rate-limiting transport mechanism.
In fact we can smoothly transition the rate-limiting role
from the solid phase transport mechanism to solvent dif-
fusion. This reveals an intermediate regime where both
3FIG. 1: (a) Cross section through the graphite electrode (left,
x < 0), and a SEI with dual layer structure (right, x > 0).
Solvent, Li-ions and electrons are mobile species and move
as indicated by the corresponding arrows. Reduction reac-
tions (indicated red), consume these species and facilitate
SEI growth. (b) SEI volume fraction gained by averaging the
structure above in planes parallel to the electrode surface.
transport mechanisms influence the formation rate.
The model and its numerical implementation are dis-
cussed in sections II and III . We then proceed to study
different sets of model scenarios, one in each subsection
of section IV. In this way, we show how measurable SEI
properties depend on specific assumptions and allow their
experimental verification. In section IVA, we study our
reference scenario, a SEI formed by a single reduction re-
action. The impact of an additional SEI formation reac-
tion is studied in section IVB. This slightly more complex
SEI chemistry results in the observed dual-layer structure
of the SEI. Section IVC evaluates the effect of material
laws dictating a minimum value of the SEI porosity. We
find that solvent diffusion can become the rate-limiting
transport mechanism under this assumption. In section
IVD, we study for which parameter set solvent diffu-
sion in the electrolyte or charge transport in the SEI are
rate-limiting. We elaborate how these mechanisms can
be distinguished by experiments. Finally, we discuss our
results in section V before summarizing them in section
VI.
II. MODEL
As mentioned above, experimental studies suggest that
the SEI is at least partially porous. We want to cap-
ture this property in our model. Therefore, we average
the SEI density in planes parallel to the electrode sur-
face. This results in the volume fraction profile of the
SEI εSEI, as depicted in Fig. 1. Our model describes
the temporal evolution of this profile within the simula-
tion domain [0, xmax] which reaches from the electrode
surface at x = 0 into the bulk electrolyte phase. We cap-
ture the local formation of each individual SEI compound
i = Li2EDC,LiMC, ... which changes the corresponding
volume fraction εi
∂εi
∂t
= V¯ iSEIn˙i, (1)
where n˙i is the production rate of SEI compound i and
V¯ iSEI is the corresponding partial molar volume. The total
SEI volume fraction equals the sum of solid phase volume
fractions εi. It is directly related to porosity ε
εSEI =
∑
i
εi, εSEI = 1− ε.
SEI is formed when solvent or salt species are reduced.
Reduction processes are driven by local quantities such
as the electronic potential and the concentration of ac-
tive species. These quantities are traced within the sim-
ulation domain as they determine the reduction rates.
Therefore, mass balance equations are solved for all rel-
evant electrolyte species
∂εci
∂t
= −div(jM,i + jD,i + jC,i) + n˙i, (2)
where div denotes the divergence, divj = ∇·j. Migration
of charged species (jM,i) and diffusion (jD,i) are the mi-
croscopic processes which transport particles inside the
electrolyte. Together with convection (jC,i) they deter-
mine the evolution of ci, the concentration of electrolyte
species i = EC,DMC. A source term n˙i couples the con-
centrations to consumption by reduction reactions, see
Eq. (11). The local porosity ε appears on the left-hand
side as we use porous electrode theory to describe the
mass balance within the nano-porous SEI [33].
As mentioned in the introduction, SEI chemistry is
complex and highly dependent on the lithium-ion bat-
tery chemistry. Our framework is capable of modeling
this chemistry in detail for each system individually, how-
ever such a realization requires many parameters which
are not readily available. Large amounts of parameters
for transport and reaction kinetics would make the iden-
tification of qualitatively significant results difficult. We
simplify SEI chemistry and consider only one or two rep-
resentative reduction reactions.
Reduction reactions take place at the interface between
solid SEI material and the liquid electrolyte. SEI prod-
ucts precipitate immediately. Furthermore, the influence
4of charged species within the electrolyte is simplified. We
assume that the electrochemical potential of lithium-ions
is in equilibrium and constant. Lithium consumption due
to SEI growth does not perturb the concentration locally
because Li+ mobility inside the SEI is very high com-
pared to the rate of SEI formation. Furthermore the salt
anion is neglected as an active species.
To summarize, solvent molecules are the only elec-
trolyte species considered in our simulation. Assuming a
binary mixture of solvent and co-solvent, two mass bal-
ance equations of type Eq. (2) are solved. Fickian diffu-
sion and convection are the relevant transport processes
for these species
jD,i = −Di∇ci, jC,i = civ, jM,i = 0, (3)
where Di is the effective diffusion coefficient and v the
convection velocity in the center of mass frame. One mass
balance equation can be eliminated with the constitutive
relation [34]
1 =
∑
i
V¯ iElyteci, yielding 0 =
∑
i
V¯ iElyte∇ci. (4)
Here, we assume that partial molar volumes V¯ iElyte are
constant and independent of concentration. By summing
all mass balance equations (see Eq. (2)) multiplied with
V¯ iElyte, we obtain
div v = div
∑
i
V¯ iElyteDi∇ci −
∂ε
∂t
= V¯ ECElytediv(DEC −DDMC)∇cEC −
∂ε
∂t
. (5)
In the second line, we applied Eq. (4) to a binary solvent
mixture of EC and DMC specifically. This definition of
the convection velocity ensures that all pores are filled
with an incompressible electrolyte [35, 36]. Because v is
the center of mass velocity, the diffusive mass fluxes in
the electrolyte add up to zero∑
i
MijD,i = 0, (6)
whereMi is the molar mass of solvent species i. Thus, in
the binary mixture, both diffusion coefficients are related,
MECDECV¯
DMC
Elyte = MDMCDDMCV¯
EC
Elyte.
In the solid SEI phase, we take a second transport
mechanism into account. This mechanism needs to
transport a reduced species or electrons from the elec-
trode/SEI interface through the SEI. As discussed in sec-
tion IVA, our simulation results do not depend on the
specific transport mechanism chosen. This is important
because several different mechanisms seem plausible. For
simplicity, we use electron conduction inside the solid SEI
phase in our reference case. According to Ohm’s law, the
electronic current is driven by a potential gradient
jE = −κ∇Φ, (7)
where κ is the effective electronic conductivity, assumed
equal for all SEI compounds. jE is an electron leakage
current through the SEI which fuels SEI formation and is
much smaller than the lithium-ion intercalation current.
Charge conservation is modeled by coupling the current
to the reaction rate of each individual reaction
0 = −divjE + F
∑
j
njrj . (8)
Here, njrj is the rate of electron consumption of reduc-
tion reaction j.
We consider faradaic surface reactions. Each reaction
j is of the general type∑
i
s˜jiSi + n
j
(
Li+ + e−
)→∑
k
sjkSk, (9)
where s˜ji and and s
j
i are the stoichiometric coefficients.
The sums include all electrolyte species and SEI com-
pounds. In our simplified SEI chemistry each solvent
reacts to a single SEI compound. Therefore, we use the
solvent precursor as the reaction index j = EC,DMC.
Reaction rates rj , see Eq. (8), are determined with sym-
metric Butler-Volmer expressions, see recent works by
Latz and Bazant [37, 38], or standard literature, e.g.,
[33, 39].
rj =
kBT
h
exp
(−EA
kBT
)∏
i
(
ci
c0i
) s˜i
2
sinh
njFηj
RT
, (10)
where EA is the energy difference between the initial and
the transition state.
The overpotential ηj is the driving force of reaction
j and will be discussed in section IIA. Oxidation of SEI
compounds is only possible at high voltages (>3.25V, see
ref. [40]) which are not met in normal battery operation.
Generally, anodic reactions do not occur in our simula-
tions because we always polarize the electrode below the
onset potential of SEI formation. However, we need to ac-
tively prevent anodic reactions if a second SEI compound
is considered. This is achieved by using η˜j = max(0, ηj)
for these reactions.
Source terms n˙i in Eq. (1) and (2), consist of the sum
over all reduction reactions
n˙i =
∑
j
(
sji − s˜ji
)
ρjrj , (11)
where ρj is the reaction site density which depends on
the type of the reaction j. It equals εj/V¯
j
SEI for bulk
reactions in the solid SEI phase.
For solvent reduction reactions which occur at the in-
terface between solid SEI material and the liquid elec-
trolyte, ρj equals the product ΓA, where A is the spe-
cific surface area and Γ is the surface site density. A is a
function of porosity, see section IID, while Γ is assumed
constant.
5A. SEI Formation Reactions
As mentioned above, every reaction considered in our
model introduces additional parameters. Therefore, we
simplify SEI chemistry. We study all reactions listed be-
low in different combinations, namely (I), (I)+(II) and
(I)+(III). This means we consider up to two reactions at
a time.
We assume a single reduction reaction for solvent and
co-solvent
2EC + 2 · (Li+ + e−)→ Li2EDC +R, (I)
DMC + Li+ + e− → LiMC +R. (II)
Gaseous by-products R are neglected in our simulation,
as they quickly escape the simulation domain. Given
the potential Φ and the concentration of each electrolyte
species, we can express the overpotential for these reac-
tions.
ηEC = Φ
0
EC − Φ +
1
2
RT
F
ln
(
cEC
c0EC
)
, (12a)
ηDMC = Φ
0
DMC − Φ +
1
4
RT
F
ln
(
cDMC
c0DMC
)
, (12b)
where Φ0i is the reduction onset potential of solvent
species i and c0i is the corresponding reference concen-
tration.
It is known that SEI species are to some degree un-
stable, especially at low potentials [41]. Therefore,
aside from solvent molecules, SEI compounds can be re-
duced as well, forming new compounds and by-products.
Lithium oxide (Li2O) has been reported as SEI com-
pound which is mostly found close to the electrode sur-
face [17, 42]. Therefore, we assume the formation of Li2O
by successive reduction of Li2EDC [41]
0.1Li2EDC + Li
+ + e− → 0.6Li2O + 0.4C, (III)
where C denotes carbon. We have normalized this re-
action to one lithium-ion, i.e., electron respectively. We
calculate the kinetics of this reaction with Eq. (10). The
overpotential of conversion reactions has no concentra-
tion contribution
ηLi2EDC = Φ
0
Li2EDC − Φ. (13)
B. Solid Convection
Independent of the specific conversion reaction chosen,
a volume mismatch between the educts and products is
typical. This volume mismatch creates an “excess vol-
ume” when the reaction is ongoing. Excess volume can
be accommodated by a porosity change or by a displace-
ment of the whole SEI such that porosity remains con-
stant at the location of the reaction. We consider a mix-
ture of both mechanisms by adding solid convection to
FIG. 2: (a) α(εSEI) as a function of the SEI volume fraction
for εcritSEI = 0.99, 0.75 and 0.5, see Eq. (17). The location of the
critical value is indicated for α3(εSEI). (b) Spatial dependence
of α for a given SEI volume fraction εSEI.
the model and defining a suitable solid convection veloc-
ity v˜. Convective fluxes need to be considered in Eq. (1),
which is therefore modified
∂εi
∂t
= V¯ iSEIn˙i − div εiv˜. (14)
In two extreme cases, the solid convection velocity is
given as
εSEIdivv˜ = 0, (15a)
εSEIdivv˜ =
∑
j=conv
∆V¯ jSEIρjrj , (15b)
where the sum includes all conversion reactions. ∆V¯ jSEI
is the excess molar volume of the reaction. When the
porosity is high, volume changes of individual SEI par-
ticles do not induce solid convection, as established by
Eq. (15a). In Eq. (15b), the convection velocity is de-
fined such that SEI porosity remains unchanged locally.
Therefore, the SEI expands in response to SEI formation.
Such a behaviour can be expected when the porosity is
almost zero and SEI cannot become any denser.
We model a smooth transition from local accumulation
to SEI expansion as the SEI becomes denser. The solid
convection velocity is calculated from
εSEIdivv˜ = α(εSEI)
∑
j=conv
∆V¯ jSEIρjrj , (16)
where α(εSEI) models a smooth transition between Eq.
(15a) and (15b). This transition is performed in a linear
6way
α(εSEI) =

0 εSEI ≤ εcritSEI −∆α,
1 εSEI ≥ εcritSEI,
1 +
εSEI−εcritSEI
∆α otherwise.
(17)
Here ∆α is the width of the transition, chosen to be
0.1. The influence of the empirical parameter εcritSEI will
be studied exclusively in section IVC and IVD, it is one
otherwise. It constitutes the greatest volume fraction
that the SEI material can reach.
Several versions of α(εSEI), differing in the choice of
this parameter are shown in Fig. 2(a).
C. Transport in porous media
The local porosity ε determines the phase distribution
in our simulation domain. Pure electrolyte and SEI phase
are represented by ε = 1 and ε = 0, respectively. If ε is
between zero and one, both electrolyte and SEI phase are
present, arranged in a porous structure. As each trans-
port mechanism is restricted to a single phase only, the
corresponding transport parameters have to depend on
the porosity. They decrease with the volume fraction of
the phase they belong to. We use the Bruggeman ansatz
to describe this behaviour, i.e., we use a power law to
relate these parameters at a given porosity to their bulk
values. Bruggeman coefficients encode the structural in-
formation of the porous structure which is lost when aver-
aging to obtain a one dimensional system. High values of
β correspond to large tortuosity. The effective diffusion
coefficient depends on the porosity
Di = ε
βDBulki , (18)
where the Bruggeman coefficient β is a parameter in our
model whose influence will be part of our study. Anal-
ogously, electron conduction scales with the SEI volume
fraction
κ = ε1.5SEIκ
Bulk. (19)
We have chosen 1.5 as the Bruggeman coefficient for
transport in the solid SEI phase because it is the stan-
dard value. Percolation effects are not considered by
this description. Therefore transport through a phase
remains possible until the phase disappears completely,
i.e., if ε = 0 or εSEI = 0.
D. Specific Surface Area
Solvent reduction and SEI formation take place at the
interface between solid SEI material and the liquid elec-
trolyte. Consequently, the source term of solvent reduc-
tion reactions is directly proportional to the specific sur-
face area A (see Eq. (11)). The specific surface area
depends on the local porosity. We derive an approxima-
tion for this dependence from the assumption that SEI
particles and pores are arranged on a cubic lattice with
edge length a0. This parameter corresponds to the aver-
age particle and pore size of the SEI. We consider a large
volume V  a30 in which all sub-cubes are randomly
assigned to SEI/pores with uniform probability εSEI/ε.
The total surface area in V can be approximated as
Atotal ≈ V
a30
· 6 · a20 · εεSEI, (20)
where V a−30 is the number of cubes. Every cube has six
surfaces, each with an area of a20. The probability of
a cube being empty while a neighbouring cube is filled
equals the product εεSEI. Here, surfaces on the edge of
V have been neglected. Then the specific surface area of
V reads
A = Atotal/V =
6
a0
εεSEI. (21)
We need to adjust this expression because we study
porosity profile, this means porosity changes in one direc-
tion. To this aim, we study a slice V with the thickness
of a single cube a0. Now, surfaces on the edge of V can
no longer be neglected and have to be taken into account.
Therefore, we use the SEI volume fraction of the neigh-
boring slices
A =
ε
a0
(
4εSEI + εSEI(x− a0) + εSEI(x+ a0)
)
.
Using a second order Taylor expansion for εSEI(x ± a0)
we find
A(ε) ≈ 6
a0
ε
(
εSEI +
a20
6
∂2εSEI
∂x2
)
. (22)
In comparison to Eq. (21), an effective, non-local SEI
volume fraction replaces the local value. This modifica-
tion enables growth into the pure electrolyte phase where
εSEI, and thus A according to Eq. (21), is zero.
This approximation is good, when the porosity changes
slowly in space relative to a0, i.e., |∂2xε| < 2a−20 . If ε(x)
has a larger curvature, the Taylor expansion is not valid
and Eq. (22) can become negative. However, these situ-
ations are averted in our simulations and the small quan-
titative errors do not influence our main results.
E. Regularization
During our simulation SEI is formed and εSEI in-
creases. When εSEI reaches unity at a certain location, a
pure SEI phase would be formed. Pure phases are numer-
ically difficult because transport equations for the absent
phase become ambiguous. To avoid such problems, we
implement two regularizations.
We prevent the formation of a dense SEI with vanish-
ing porosity. This is achieved by modifying the specific
7surface area such that ε < 1 − ∆ε is guaranteed at all
times
A˜(ε, ε′′SEI) =
6
a0
(
ε−∆ε)(εSEI + a20
6
∂2εSEI
∂x2
)
, (23)
where ∆ε = 0.001 is small. Mass balance equations,
see Eq. (2), are guaranteed to be well defined with this
modification.
In a pure electrolyte phase, equation Eq. (8) cannot be
used to solve for the potential as κ = ε1.5SEIκ
Bulk is zero.
This can be alleviated by using
κ =
[
ε1.5SEI + ∆ exp(−ε2SEI/∆)
]
κBulk, (24)
which is equal to the Bruggeman relation at small porosi-
ties and attains ∆ · κBulk as ε → 1. This numerical
procedure is necessary because our classical continuum
theory cannot describe microscopic quantum effects. We
describe here the spatial extend of the reaction process as
the microscopic cause for SEI expansion. Therefore, the
small conductivity in the electrolyte enables SEI growth
into the electrolyte phase. We choose ∆ = 0.05, quite
large compared to ∆ε. Hence, charge transport into the
electrolyte phase is a negligible barrier and does not af-
fect our simulation results. At the same time, we make
sure that the electron current does not reach beyond a
few Å into the electrolyte.
III. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
A. Initialization and Boundary Conditions
We begin our simulations at t = 0. Initially the system
is in a stationary state, which means that all reactions
are in equilibrium. Consequently, the initial potential
and concentration are chosen such that all overpotentials
are zero, i.e., Φ(x, 0) = Φ0EC and cEC(x, 0) = c
0
EC. Thus,
both convection velocities vanish, v = v˜ = 0. The vol-
ume fraction of Li2EDC is zero apart from a small region
next to the electrode εLi2EDC(x > 2nm, 0) = 0. An ini-
tialization profile serves as nucleation seed
εLi2EDC(x < 2nm, 0)
1−∆ε =−
3
16
(
x
nm
)5
+
15
16
(
x
nm
)4
− 5
4
(
x
nm
)3
+ 1. (25)
where x is the distance from the electrode. The volume
fraction changes smoothly from 1 − ∆ε ≈ 1 to zero, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). It represents the roughness of the
electrode surface and adsorption layers of SEI formed at
voltages above 0.8V. The thickness correlates to the crit-
ical thickness SEI can reach by electron tunneling, as
predicted by Lin et al. [29]. The volume fraction of the
second SEI compound considered is zero initially.
The simulation domain spans from the electrode sur-
face at x = 0 into the bulk electrolyte at x = xmax. We
choose our boundary conditions such that they describe
the contact to these phases. While the electrode is a
“reservoir” for the electronic current it acts as an impen-
etrable boundary for the electrolyte. Therefore diffusive
and convective fluxes vanish at this interface. Solvent can
be drawn from the right-hand side boundary at which
electronic currents must vanish.
Φ(0, t) = ΦOCV(t), jE(xmax, t) = 0,
jD,EC(0, t) = 0, cEC(xmax, t) = c
0
EC,
v(0, t) = 0, v˜(0, t) = 0,
where ΦOCV(t) is determined from the state of charge
(SOC) of a graphite electrode taken from [43]. SOC is
ramped linearly such that the electrode potential Φ(t)
decreases from Φ0EC at t = 0 to the final electrode po-
tential ΦE in 20 hours. Then SOC and potential remain
constant, representing storage conditions. We stop the
simulations shortly before SEI growth reaches xmax. In
this way we make sure that the right boundary does not
influence the results.
B. Parameterization
All parameters used, for example, to create the data
for figures and the results discussed, are summarized in
table I. They are listed in four groups according to their
type.
• The molar volume of each SEI species determines
the evolution rate of the corresponding SEI volume
fraction, see Eq. (1). The molar volumes of elec-
trolyte species define the amplitude of convection
velocities induced by volume mismatch during re-
duction reactions in Eq. (5) and Eq. (16).
• Bulk diffusivity and conductivity in solvent and SEI
are needed to calculate the electron and solvent
flux. The Bruggeman coefficient is used to calculate
the effective diffusion coefficient in the nano-porous
SEI, see Eq. (18).
• Reaction rates are determined by a couple of pa-
rameters, e.g. the transition energy EA and the
pore size of the SEI structure a0. The latter de-
termines the area available for reactions, see Eq.
(22).
• The equilibrium of each reaction is characterized by
an equilibrium potential and a reference concentra-
tion, see Eq. (12).
We assume that LiEC has the same partial molar volume
as LiMC due to the similarity between both molecules.
The Bruggeman coefficient β = 20 is chosen to describe
the slow effective mesoscopic transport of solvent within
the SEI nano-pores, whose microscopic mechanism is not
understood. Furthermore, large values of β lead to larger
porosities and allow easier illustration, e.g., in 4(a).
8Parameter Description Value Unit
V¯ ECElyte EC molar volume 66.7 cm
3/mol [44]
V¯ DMCElyte DMC molar volume 84.2 cm
3/mol [44]
V¯ Li2EDCSEI Li2EDC molar volume 96.2 cm
3/mol [45]
V¯ LiMCSEI LiMC molar volume 58.1 cm3/mol [45]
V¯ LiECSEI LiEC molar volume 58.1 cm3/mol
V¯ Li2OSEI Li2O molar volume 14.9 cm
3/mol [45]
κBulk Conductivity of all SEI
compounds
1 pS/m
DBulk EC diffusion coefficient 10−10 cm2/s [46]
β Bruggeman Coefficient for
solvent diffusion
20 -
εcrit Critical (lowest possible)
SEI porosity
0.8, 0.9 -
a0 Pore-size and size of SEI
particles
1.0 nm
Γ Surface site density 4.0 µmol/m2 [45]
EA Transition state energy 1.0 eV
c0EC EC concentration in bulk
electrolyte
4.5 mol/l
Φ0EC EC reduction potential 0.8 V [16]
Φ0DMC DMC reduction potential 0.3 V [16]
Φ0Li2EDC DMC reduction potential 0.3 V [16]
ΦE Electrode potential during
simulation
0.1 V
TABLE I: List of simulation parameters, all potentials relative
to the Li/Li+ reduction pair. Note that the other relevant
symbols are listed and described in table II.
C. Numerical Implementation
Numerical Methods We solve equations (14), (2),
(5), (8), and (16) on a static and equidistant grid span-
ning from 0 to xmax. All equations are solved for the
primary variables εi,cEC,Φ,v, and v˜ in the whole domain
at all times. The domain size in this work is 60 nm. All
equations are discretized with the finite volume method
which ensures continuity of mass and charge. Convective
currents, e.g. jC,EC = cECv are calculated on the bound-
aries between discretization units. To calculate these cur-
rents we use the concentration of the left or right neigh-
bour volume, depending on the sign of the velocity. This
is done for solid convection as well. All simulations were
performed in MATLAB with the implicit solver ODE15i.
SEI Front Properties In our simulations, we observe
no SEI formation reactions inside the pores of the SEI or
at the electrode/SEI interface.
Instead, reactions take place at the interphase separat-
ing the inner, homogeneous SEI from the pure electrolyte
phase. This interphase has a width of roughly 1 nm and
is called SEI front below. The porosity increases over the
SEI front until it reaches unity, marking the end of the
SEI and the beginning of the electrolyte phase, shown
in Fig. 3. It is of vital importance that transport and
FIG. 3: Specific surface area at the SEI front (a) , see Eq. (22)
(upper part scaled logarithmically) and the corresponding SEI
volume fraction (b). Both plots show simulation results which
differ only in the kinetic rate scale factor kf in Eq. (26).
The region we refer to as SEI front is marked grey for the
simulation with kf = 10.0. The inset shows how the front
width depends on kf .
reaction kinetics are solved with the necessary precision
at the SEI front. We find that this is only possible, when
the discretization is sufficiently fine, i.e., when a high res-
olution grid is used. The necessary resolution depends on
the form of the front, which in turn depends on the small
set of parameters and model assumptions
• activation energy EA, see Eq. (10),
• specific surface area A(ε, ε′′), see Eq. (22),
These parameters influence the shape of the SEI front
and the distribution of SEI formation within this region.
They impact the thickness evolution and SEI porosity,
two important results of our model. We therefore want
to dedicate this subsection to discuss how the front shape
is affected by these parameters. To do so, we have to go
far afield.
Because of the boundary condition jE(xmax) = 0,
all electronic charge transported through the SEI must
be consumed at the front. Consequently, the overpo-
tential η will adjust itself such that electron consump-
tion by SEI formation reactions at the front balances
the incoming current jE(x = 0). In the following, we
speak of slow reactions, when this overpotential is large
(η > 10mV). Reactions are fast, when the overpotential
is small (η < 1mV). Note that the total reaction turnover
9at the front is almost the same in both cases, only the
necessary driving force is different.
To probe the difference between SEI formation in the
slow and in the fast regime, we introduce the scale factor
kf . This factor is only used in this section and modifies
the reaction rate
rj = kf
kBT
h
exp
(−EA
kBT
)∏
i
(
ci
c0i
) s˜i
2
sinh
njF η˜j
RT
. (26)
When we increase kf , the overpotentials decrease and re-
actions become fast. In return overpotentials become
larger as we decrease kf and we enter the slow regime.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the shape of the SEI front
changes significantly with kf . When reactions are slow,
the front is wide and smooth. It becomes thinner as the
reaction rate increases. At the same time, the specific
surface area changes with the front shape, see Fig. 3(a).
It becomes smaller in the region where the porosity in-
creases. Furthermore, we observe the formation of a sin-
gularity which emerges if the front width ∆L is smaller
than a0. As explained in section IID, our expression for
A (see Eq. (22)) is derived for a slowly varying porosity.
This is not the case when reactions are fast and the front
width is below a0 (see inset of Fig. 3(b)). To avoid this
we adjusted our kinetics such that the width of the SEI
front is wide (∆L > a0) during our simulation by choos-
ing EA accordingly. Therefore the scale factor kf is not
used below (kf = 1).
Whether reactions are fast or slow depends on the over-
potential at the front. This overpotential does not remain
constant during the evolution of the SEI. It decreases be-
cause the electronic current through the SEI decreases as
the SEI becomes thicker, see section IVA. The reactions
become slower due to the decreasing influx of electrons.
Therefore, the SEI front becomes wider during SEI for-
mation.
Numeric Convergence We find that the grid reso-
lution necessary to obtain well converged simulations de-
pends on the shape of the SEI front. Any “kink” in this
profile (such as visible in Fig. 3(b) for kf = 10 at x ≈ 0),
needs to be resolved sufficiently well. If not, the specific
surface area will have an almost singular point because it
is a function of the second spatial derivative of the poros-
ity profile, see Eq. (22). Not only is this situation costly
to solve numerically, it also influences the SEI porosity
and growth rate by a few percent. However, we observe
a directed and fast convergence of these quantities when
the grid parameter becomes small enough. For example,
when comparing two porosity profiles of the same simu-
lation, performed with different grid parameters (2 and
0.66 pm), the largest difference inside the SEI is approx-
imately 10−5.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section contains four subsections which address
potential scenarios of SEI formation. We begin with our
FIG. 4: (a) SEI volume fraction εSEI(x, t) at various times
of the simulation. Note the different scaling of the x-axes to
highlight the initial SEI profile. The dashed line is a profile
from a simulation where neutral lithium interstitial diffusion
has been used as the rate-limiting transport mechanism. (b)
Potential Φ(x, t) and, relative solvent concentration cEC(x, t)
(c) (c0EC ≈ 4.5 mol l−1).
reference scenario, the formation of a chemically homoge-
neous SEI before discussing growth scenarios with higher
complexity. A second SEI formation reaction is added in
section IVB. Mechanical properties of the SEI are taken
into account in section IVC so that solvent diffusion can
become rate-limiting. Finally, we discuss how the form of
the rate-limiting transport mechanism affects observable
quantities in section IVD. In this way, we increase the
model complexity step-by step and systematically predict
SEI properties based on specific sets of assumptions.
A. Single-Layer SEI
In this section, we study SEI formation assuming
an inert co-solvent. This means that SEI formation
is represented by a single reduction reaction, i.e., the
reduction of EC to Li2EDC, see reaction (I). We are able
to derive analytic expressions for our primary results
in this reference scenario. Our simulations start with a
nearly uncharged graphite electrode which is charged to
ΦE = 0.1V in the first 20 hours of the simulation. The
electrode potential is then kept constant, simulating
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long-term storage under open-circuit condition. Fig.
4(a) shows the temporal evolution of the corresponding
SEI volume fraction. We observe the formation of a
porous film which gradually becomes thicker in our sim-
ulations. SEI formation occurs at the SEI front, shown
in Fig. 3, indicating that electron conduction is the
rate-limiting transport mechanism. No reactions take
place inside the SEI where porosity remains constant in
time. Both, the rate of SEI growth and the SEI porosity
depend on the simulation parameters. We study this
parameter dependence below, where we refer to the
average porosity of a specific simulation as ε∗ = 1− ε∗SEI.
Thickness Evolution The formation of SEI species
is located at the front of the film and thus causes lat-
eral growth. Therefore electron conduction is limiting
the rate of SEI growth. This is reflected in the SEI po-
tential which increases linearly from ΦE to Φ0EC at any
given time, shown in Fig. 4(b). The electronic current jE
within the SEI is constant and electrons are transported
from the electrode to the SEI front. We use this obser-
vation to approximate the electronic current jE through
the SEI
jE(x) = −κ(εSEI(x))∇Φ(x) ≈ −κ∗Φ(L)− Φ(0)
L
,
≈ −κ∗Φ
0
EC − ΦE
L
, (27)
where κ∗ = ε∗1.5SEI κ
Bulk. We can couple this current di-
rectly to the evolution rate of the SEI thickness L,
∂L
∂t
=
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
2
1
ε∗SEI
(−jE)
F
, (28)
where the first fraction takes the density of the SEI ma-
terial and the stoichiometry of the formation reaction
into account. The second fraction factors in film poros-
ity. Finally, the Faraday constant F converts the current
density into a particle flux density.
Using approximation (27) in Eq. (28) results in a first
order differential equation for L. The solution
L(t) =
√
κ∗∆ΦECV¯ Li2EDCSEI
ε∗SEIF
√
t, (29)
depends on the mean film porosity ε∗, which is not a
parameter but a result of our simulation. The parame-
ter dependence of this value is very complex and will be
discussed later. Eq. (29) has the well known
√
t depen-
dence of transport limited growth. We observe this time
dependence of SEI thickness in our simulations, see Fig.
5(a). The expression agrees well with simulation results
as shown on the right side of this figure. Small deriva-
tions can be linked to the offset between Φ(L) and Φ0EC.
However this error is in the order of few mV and small
compared to ∆ΦEC = Φ(L)− Φ0EC ≈ 700mV.
As seen in Eq. (29), only a few parameters influence
the growth rate directly. These are the conductivity
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FIG. 5: (a) SEI thickness in nm over time t (left) and
√
t
(right) to illustrate the square root of time dependence. The
porosity dependence of L(t) is shown on the left side, on the
right the simulation is compared to Eq. (29) (dashed line).
(b) SEI volume fraction dependence on transport parameters
κ (left) and D (right). Crosses mark points measured in sim-
ulations, lines show predictions by Eq. (34).
κBulk, the molar volume of Li2EDC and the applied
potential ΦE. Other parameters, such as β and DBulk
can influence the average SEI porosity ε∗, which in turn
affects the thickness evolution. However, as shown in
Fig. 5(a), the influence of ε∗ on the growth rate is small.
Consequently, assuming an inaccurate porosity in Eq.
(29) only leads to minor quantitative errors.
The charge which is irreversibly consumed by SEI for-
mation is equal to
Qirr.(t) =
2ε∗SEIF
V¯SEI
AElec.totalL(t)
= 2AElec.total
√
ε∗SEIFκ∗∆ΦEC
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
√
t, (30)
where AElec.total is the total electrode surface area. We
use this expression, to estimate the electron conduc-
tivity κBulk by comparing it to capacity fade measure-
ments by Broussely et al. [47]. For this comparison
we use AElec.total = 173m
2, taken from [31] and assume
ε∗SEI = 0.8. As shown in figure 6, we obtain values of
κBulk = 0.1 pSm−1 to κBulk = 0.65 pSm−1 for T = 30oC
and T = 60oC respectively. These values agree with our
previous parameterization [26]. The corresponding SEI
thicknesses equal 50 and 125 nm after 450 days of storage.
SEI Porosity As mentioned above, porosity inside
the SEI remains constant in time. Further EC reduc-
tion stops because the concentration of the active solvent
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FIG. 6: Capacity fade according to Eq. (30) compared to
experimental data [47].
(EC) is too low and pores are filled with inert co-solvent,
see Fig. 4(c). Diffusion fluxes of active solvent into the
pores are suppressed by the small effective diffusion coef-
ficient D∗ = ε∗βDBulk. The formation reactions are dis-
tributed over the front and cease on its left edge, where
porosity equals ε∗. Here solvent cannot be supplied at
the same rate at which electrons reach the front, forcing
the SEI to expand laterally. Consequently, the poros-
ity observed in our simulations depends on the transport
parameters of the electrolyte (D,β,c0EC). All parameters
appearing in Eq. (29) determine the speed of SEI expan-
sion and influence porosity as well.
We derive an analytic expression to understand the
dependence of the mean SEI porosity ε∗ on these param-
eters. This requires to apply some simplifications to the
model equations. First and foremost, reaction kinetics
are assumed to be infinitely fast. This has almost no
influence on our results because SEI growth is limited
by transport and not by reaction kinetics. When the re-
actions are sufficiently fast, the overpotential η is small
enough to justify the approximation ηEC = 0 which im-
plies (see Eq. (12a))
cEC = c
0
ECe
F (Φ−Φ0EC)
2RT , c′EC,x =
cECF
2RT
Φ′x, (31)
whereX ′y denotes the partial derivative
∂X
∂y . Secondly, we
simplify our principal equations by neglecting convection.
This yields
∂ε
∂t
= −V¯ Li2EDCSEI rEC, (32a)
∂εcEC
∂t
=
∂
∂x
Dc′EC,x − 2rEC, (32b)
0 =
∂
∂x
κ
F
Φ′x + 2rEC. (32c)
Finally, we analyze Eq. (32b) in the stationary regime
(∂tεcEC ≈ 0) because porosity and concentration changes
in time are small. By summing equations (32b) and (32c)
while using Eq. (31) to express c′EC,x with Φ
′
x, we obtain
0 =
∂
∂x
(
cECFD
2RT︸ ︷︷ ︸
D˜
+
κ
F︸︷︷︸
κ˜
)
Φ′x.
Integration yields an expression for Φ′x, relating it to the
local transport parameters
Φ′ =
ξ
D˜ + κ˜
, resulting in,
Φ′′ = −D˜
′
ε + κ˜
′
ε
D˜ + κ˜
ε′xΦ
′
x −
D˜′c
D˜ + κ˜
cECΦ
′2
x
2RT
,
where ξ is an integration constant. When the SEI is
sufficiently thick, we can neglect terms scaling with Φ′2x
because Φ′x is proportional to L−1. Using this approxi-
mation in equation (32c) after inserting (32a) yields
∂ε
∂t
=
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
2
∂
∂x
κ˜Φ′x
=
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
2
(
κ˜′xΦ
′
x + κ˜Φ
′′
xx
)
=
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
2
D˜κ˜′ε − κ˜D˜′ε
D˜ + κ˜
ε′xΦ
′
x.
We now trace the porosity at a point co-moving with the
left edge of the SEI front, see Fig. 3. Here the porosity
changes in time according to
dε(L(t), t)
dt
= ε′x
∂L
∂t
+
∂ε
∂t
(33)
≈ V¯
Li2EDC
SEI ε
′
xΦ
′
x
4
(
κ˜
εSEI
+
D˜κ˜′ε − κ˜D˜′ε
D˜ + κ˜
)
,
where the approximation for the thickness evolution Eq.
(29) is used. The porosity at this location has an attrac-
tive point. This means that ε will converge towards this
value in time. This stationary solution equals the mean
SEI porosity ε∗ which satisfies
κ˜∗
D˜∗
=
κ∗
D∗
2RT
cECF 2
=
1
2
+
βε∗SEI
ε∗
. (34)
We compare this expression to simulation results in fig-
ure 5(b). It describes the dependence of porosity on the
transport parameters κBulk, DBulk and β extremely well.
There is a small offset between the SEI porosity deter-
mined by the simulation and the analytic prediction. We
attribute this to the simplifications made in the deriva-
tion of Eq. (34). As we neglect electrolyte convection, the
porosity predicted is slightly too low. Much better agree-
ment is found, when the active solvent concentration is
low and the influence of solvent convection is small.
In summary, we predict a finite SEI porosity which
we propose to measure in appropriate in-situ imaging
studies. This prediction assumes long-term storage,
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consequently all samples need to be stored for an appro-
priate time span before the measurement. Unfortunately,
we cannot quantitatively predict ε∗ because it depends
strongly on β, an unknown parameter, see section III B.
Assuming Bruggeman coefficients between β = 5 and
β = 20 results in porosities between ε∗ = 0.002 and
ε∗ = 0.2.
Neutral Lithium Interstitial Diffusion In the sim-
ulations discussed above, electron conduction is the rate-
limiting transport mechanism. Electron conduction is
the most prominent among several transport mecha-
nisms in the solid SEI phase suggested in the literature
[18, 27, 28]. The findings for the reference scenario dis-
cussed in this section, however, are independent of the
specific charge transport mechanism of the scenario. In
the following, we demonstrate this by replacing electron
conduction with diffusion of neutral lithium interstitials.
The latter mechanism is proposed as a potentially rate-
limiting mechanism by Shi et al. [18].
We add a mass balance equation for the neutral lithium
interstitial concentration cLi
∂εSEIcLi
∂t
= −divjD,Li + 2rEC, (35)
where the diffusive flux jD,Li has the same porosity de-
pendence as the migration flux in our standard case, see
Eq. (19). This transport equation replaces Eq. (8),
which describes electron conduction. In this way, we ex-
change the rate-limiting transport mechanism.
SEI profiles obtained using this mechanism share the
same features as those generated with the conduction
type mechanism, see Fig. 4(a). Again, we observe the
formation of a layer with nearly constant porosity. Sim-
ilar to above, the thickness evolution follows a
√
t law.
Analytic expressions for the thickness evolution and the
porosity can be derived analogously to Eq. (29) and Eq.
(34), respectively. In conclusion, SEI thickness evolu-
tion and porosity are not sufficient to distinguish between
these two charge transport mechanisms in the solid SEI
phase. Therefore, we study further SEI quantities in next
sections.
Additionally, we find that the interstitial concentra-
tions found by Shi et al. [18] are insufficient to drive
SEI formation at a reasonable rate. For the simulation
depicted in Fig. 4(a) we have used the proposed ≈ 107
interstitials/cm3. To obtain reasonable growth rates we
used an the extremely high bulk diffusion coefficient of
0.002 cm2/s. Alternatively, we obtain reasonable diffu-
sion coefficients for a higher interstitial concentration.
Such a concentration would correspond to a smaller in-
terstitial formation energy, approximately 200-300meV
below the value from Shi et al. [18].
FIG. 7: (a) SEI volume fraction evolution with active co-
solvent. (b) and (c) show the SEI volume fraction of a dual
layer SEI formed with inert co-solvent and unstable Li2EDC.
These simulations differ in the choice of εcritSEI, see Fig. 2.
B. Dual-Layer SEI
It is well-known that the SEI is not chemically
homogeneous. Therefore, as the next step, we extend
the reference scenario by taking a second SEI compound
into account. This compound is either produced by
co-solvent reduction (II) or by conversion of Li2EDC
(III). The onset potential for these reactions is chosen
as Φ0DMC = Φ
0
Li2EDC
= 0.3V and is below the reduction
potential of EC of 0.8V. In these scenarios, dual-layer
structures emerge, as shown in Fig. 7. Depending on the
reaction type, the two layers differ in chemistry, mor-
phology, or both. The total SEI thickness evolves as in
the reference scenario. Both layers grow simultaneously
and each layer has its own front where the corresponding
formation reaction takes place.
Co-Solvent Reduction The volume fraction evolu-
tion of a simulation with reacting co-solvent is shown in
Fig. 7(a). EC reduction proceeds as described in section
IVA, creating a porous layer of Li2EDC. Additionally,
co-solvent is reduced at the front of the inner layer, fill-
ing the pores of the outer layer with LiMC. Co-solvent
reduction stops when the layer is dense. It is suppressed
because the specific surface area vanishes when ε → 0,
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see Eq. (21). Therefore, a dense layer forms next to the
electrode while the outer layer remains porous. Li2EDC
and LiMC are both present in the dense layer.
Volume mismatch between the products and reactants
of the second reduction reaction induces a convective
flow of the electrolyte. This flow carries additional
solvent across the SEI front. In turn, the mean porosity
of the outer layer ε∗ decreases and the SEI becomes
denser compared to simulations with inert co-solvent,
see section IVA. Therefore, our analytic expression for
the porosity Eq. (34) does not predict the porosity of
the outer layer as accurately as before.
Conversion Reaction The SEI remains to be com-
posed of two layers if co-solvent reduction (II) is replaced
with the conversion reaction (III), see figure 7(b) and
7(c). Again, the outer layer is porous and consists of
Li2EDC. The inner layer is created by the conversion of
Li2EDC and constantly grows at its front. In this case,
each layer consists of the products of a single reaction.
Compared to simulations with active co-solvent, prod-
ucts of different reduction reactions are no longer mixed
in the inner layer.
The porosity of the inner layer depends on the choice
of α(εSEI) (see Eq. (16)) or εcritSEI specifically. As
described in section II B, εcritSEI determines how dense the
SEI can become from accumulation of excess volume by
conversion reactions. Here we can distinguish two cases.
In Fig. 7(b) the critical SEI volume fraction εcritSEI exceeds
the volume fraction of the outer layer. Therefore, excess
volume of the conversion reaction can accumulate locally
until the SEI volume fraction has reached this value
εcritSEI. Further conversion reactions only induce solid
convection, thus increasing the thickness of the inner
layer and displacing the outer one. The porosity profile
shown in Fig. 7(c) is created when εcritSEI is smaller than
or equal to the volume fraction of the outer layer. In
this case, both layers have the same porosity.
Thickness Evolution We now discuss the thickness
evolution of the dual-layer films. In Fig. 8(a), we plot
the thickness of the inner layer and the total SEI thick-
ness against the storage time (solid lines). Both layers
grow with the square-root of time. In this figure and the
subsequent discussion, the inner layer is formed by prod-
ucts of co-solvent reduction (II). For conversion reactions
(III), the situation is qualitatively identical.
Analogously to section IVA, we derive analytic expres-
sions for the thickness evolution of the dual layer sys-
tem. The derivation below is performed for a system
with active co-solvent and the index I/O is used for the
inner/outer layer respectively, (LI +LO = L). We couple
the electronic current in each layer to its growth rate,
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FIG. 8: (a) Thickness evolution of the inner and the outer
layer in a simulation with active co-solvent (solid lines) com-
pared to numerical solutions of Eq. (36) (dashed lines). The
latter are initialized at t0 = 30 d with different values of
LI(t0). (b) Evolution of Π(t) for both simulation and nu-
merical solutions.
analogously to the derivation of Eq. (29) in section IVA
∂L
∂t
= − V¯
Li2EDC
SEI
2ε∗SEIF
jE,O,
∂LI
∂t
= − V¯
LiMC
SEI
ε∗F
(
jE,I − jE,O
)
. (36)
We proceed to solve these equations by deriving simple
expressions for the current densities in both layers jE,i.
To this aim, we discuss the shape of the electric poten-
tial Φ(x) in the SEI. As explained above, reactions occur
at the layer fronts only and Φ(x) increases linearly in
each layer. Additionally, porosity and conductivity are
constant in each layer. We hold the electrode potential
constant Φ(x=0) = ΦE . At the SEI front, the potential
is given by Φ(L) ≈ Φ0EC.
We use this to approximate jE,i, similar to Eq. (27)
jE,O = −κ∗Φ
0
EC − Φ(LI)
L− LI ,
jE,I = −κBulk Φ(LI)− ΦE
LI
. (37)
If the inner layer grows, it holds
Φ(LI) = Φ
0
DMC. (38)
Otherwise, we have to take into account the irreversibility
of SEI formation and demand jE,I = jE,O.
Φ(LI) =
(
ΦEC − ΦE
)(
1 +
LO
LI
κBulk
κ∗
)−1
+ ΦE. (39)
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Φ(LI) is the maximum of Φ0DMC and this modified expres-
sion. To conclude, Eq. (36) together with Eq. (37) is a
coupled ODE for L and LI which describes the thickness
evolution of each layer.
According to Eq. (36), the growth rate is determined
by the same parameters as in simulations with inert co-
solvent (see section IVA). These are the conductivity
κBulk, the molar volumes of SEI compounds V¯ iSEI and
the applied potential ΦE. Additionally, the porosity of
the outer layer ε∗SEI appears as an indirect parameter
which has to be assumed or measured.
Fig. 8(a) compares the thickness evolution from nu-
merical solutions of Eqs. (36) (dashed) to a simulation
of the full model (solid lines). The figure shows several
solutions with different initializations i.e. LI(t0) is var-
ied while L(t0) is fixed. When the initial values match
the full simulation, very good agreement is observed and
both layers grow with
√
t. The other curves show how
the dual layer system reacts to a different initialization.
Fig. 8(b) shows how the ratio of the inner to the total
SEI thickness
Π(t) = LI(t)/L(t), Π ∈ [0, 1],
evolves in time. This ratio quickly attains the stationary
value Πstat and then remains constant for the rest of the
simulation. In a real battery, Π can deviate from this
stationary value if the electrode potential is varied or if
the SEI is physically damaged. As illustrated in Fig.
8(b), Πstat is a stationary point of Π(t) and satisfies
∂Π
∂t
=
∂tLI
L
− LI∂tL
L2
!
= 0
→ L∂tLI = LI∂tL.
With Eqs. (36) we can rearrange this condition into a
quadratic equation in Πstat
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
2V¯ LiMCSEI
ε∗Π2stat +
(
1 +
∆ΦDMC
ε∗1.5SEI ∆Φdiff
)
Πstat
+
∆ΦDMC
ε∗1.5SEI ∆Φdiff
= 0. (40)
Πstat is the positive solution of this expression. It de-
pends most strongly on the electrode potential ΦE and
the onset potential Φ0i of each reduction reaction.
The stationary value is attained after long-term stor-
age with constant electrode potential. When the elec-
trode potential is changed, Π will deviate from the new
stationary ratio. Then, further SEI growth will be dis-
tributed such that this new stationary value Πstat is at-
tained. This process is fast (1-2 days) when Π < Πstat
as illustrated in Fig. 8(b). In this case, the inner layer
needs to become thicker. The rate at which Π converges
towards Πstat is slow, when Π > Πstat because the inner
layer cannot decrease its thickness. Instead, the outer
layer needs to grow to restore Πstat. This takes longer,
in part due to the stoichiometry of both reduction reac-
tions. Furthermore, electrons need to traverse a longer
distance to reach the front of the outer layer.
By using the relation LI = ΠstatL, we can solve Eq.
(37) and obtain an analytical expression for the thickness
evolution
L(t) =
√
κ∗V¯ Li2EDCSEI
ε∗SEIF
∆Φdiff
1−Πstat
√
t. (41)
Most formulas in this section are not valid if the inner
layer is formed by a conversion reaction. For this sys-
tem, a few changes need to be made in the derivation
above. However, these changes do not alter the results
in a qualitative way. This means that all results above
can be transferred. Eq. (41) remains valid if the correct
value of Πstat is used. The only noteworthy quantitative
difference is the rate at which Π(t) converges towards
the stationary value. This process is now slower when
Π < Πstat because more electrons are needed to expand
the inner layer.
We highlight that the SEI dual-layer structure should
be observable in long-term storage experiments, e.g., in
neutron-scattering imaging.
C. Charge vs. Solvent Transport
In the preceding sections, we discuss scenarios in which
charge transport in the solid SEI is the rate-limiting
transport mechanism. Even though we model solvent dif-
fusion through the SEI pores, electrolyte transport does
not become rate-limiting. This is due to the low porosity
of the SEI formed in our simulations which makes solvent
diffusion slower than charge transport. Now we discuss
how structural properties may prevent the formation of
a dense SEI. In this scenario, solvent diffusion inside the
SEI becomes faster, potentially making solvent diffusion
the rate-limiting transport mechanism. Hence we can
study how SEI grows for different rate-limiting transport
mechanisms.
Structural properties can emerge from surface tensions
in the porous structure which can influence SEI mor-
phology and porosity. In this way, the interplay of sur-
face energy and packing structure results in a minimum
porosity. Alternatively, small SEI particles could have a
certain tightest packing. In both cases SEI will accumu-
late locally until this porosity is reached, then reactions
will displace existing particles instead of further decreas-
ing the porosity. This effect is reminiscent of the solid
convection defined in section II B. Note that it requires
deeper insights into the chemistry and structure of the
composite solid SEI material to accurately determine the
minimum porosity.
As in section IVA, we consider the reduction of EC
only and assume that the co-solvent is inert. This reac-
tion is coupled to the solid convection velocity
εSEIdivv˜ = α(εSEI) · V¯ Li2EDCSEI · ΓA · rEC. (42)
Here, α(εSEI) models a smooth transition from local ac-
cumulation to SEI displacement, see Fig. 2(a). As elabo-
rated on in section II B, this transition takes place at the
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FIG. 9: Schematic of self-shaping SEI growth with Π˜ ≈ 0.4.
The reaction interface (marked red) is inside the SEI and the
reaction is “fueled” by an electronic current jE and a diffusion
current of solvent jD,EC. SEI compounds which form at this
interface do not decrease the porosity, because α(εSEI(Π˜L)) =
1. Instead, they induce the convection velocity v˜ which causes
SEI growth.
SEI volume fraction εcritSEI, a new parameter of our model.
Therefore, Eq. (42) will prevent the SEI volume fraction
to exceed εcritSEI.
Now, charge transport and solvent transport compete.
The mean solid volume fraction ε∗SEI inside the SEI de-
termines the rate-limiting transport mechanism. We dis-
tinguish two cases by comparing εcritSEI with the stationary
solution εstatSEI of Eq. (34).
1. For εcritSEI > ε
stat
SEI , i.e., large SEI volume fractions,
SEI formation is not disturbed and proceeds as de-
scribed above in section IVA. In this case, electron
conduction is rate-limiting and the porosity estab-
lishes itself through a balance between growth and
transport at the SEI front, see Eq. (34). Our model
does not allow for a denser structure for a given pa-
rameter set.
2. For εcritSEI < ε
stat
SEI , i.e., small SEI volume fractions,
solid convection (42) limits the SEI volume frac-
tion. In this case, the mean SEI volume frac-
tion is decreased ε∗SEI = ε
crit
SEI and the SEI porosity
is increased. Therefore, solvent diffusion through
the SEI pores is accelerated and can become rate-
limiting.
In summary, structural properties can only increase the
mean porosity ε∗ and accelerate solvent diffusion.
Our extended model captures the two growth mech-
anisms studied in the literature. SEI can still form at
the electrode/SEI interface limited by solvent/salt diffu-
sion through the SEI [30, 31]. Additionally, SEI can form
at the SEI front limited by charge transport through the
SEI [26–29]. Below we will proof this correlation between
rate-limiting transport mechanism and reaction interface
position. We are the first to find an intermediate regime
where the reaction interface is located inside the SEI as
depicted in Fig. 9. In this case, both mechanisms con-
tribute to the formation rate and the SEI is divided by
the reaction interface (marked red). In the inner region,
electrons migrate away from the electrode, whereas sol-
vent molecules diffuse towards the electrode in the outer
one.
Now, we calculate the relative location Π˜ = Lreaction/L
of this interface. Electron and solvent transport to this
location are balanced and supply the reaction
2jE = 2FjD,EC.
We can approximate each flux by assuming constant
porosity and a linear progression of potential and con-
centration within the SEI
κ∗∆ΦEC
Π˜L
≈ FD
∗cEC
(1− Π˜)L,
→ Π˜ = κ
∗∆ΦEC
D∗FcEC + κ∗∆ΦEC
. (43)
The ratio Π˜ is independent of SEI thickness L. It quan-
tifies the relative share of electron conduction on the
rate-limiting role. Fig. 10 shows, how Π˜ depends on
the effective transport parameters κ∗ and D∗. Π˜ ≈ 1 if
electron conduction is the rate-limiting transport mech-
anism, κ∗∆ΦEC  D∗FcEC (top-left). Solvent diffu-
sion is the rate-limiting transport mechanism if Π˜ ≈ 0,
κ∗∆ΦEC  D∗FcEC (bottom-right). The intermedi-
ate regime spans from the bottom-left to the top-right.
Here, both transport mechanisms are roughly equally
fast, κ∗∆ΦEC ≈ D∗FcEC.
The transition from electron conduction to solvent dif-
fusion limited growth occurs when εcritSEI becomes smaller
than εstatSEI . Based on the values for ε
stat
SEI discussed in sec-
tion IV A, we conclude that 0.8 < εcritSEI < 0.998 would be
necessary for solvent diffusion limited growth.
D. Growth Rate Analysis
Let us now evaluate the SEI growth rate for the gen-
eral scenario laid out in section IVC. Based on the de-
pendence of the growth rate on the material parameters,
we discuss how observable SEI properties depend on the
underlying rate-limiting mechanism. We obtain an an-
alytical expression for the thickness evolution of these
SEIs, by exchanging L with Π˜L in the derivation of Eq.
(29)
L(t) =
√
κ∗∆ΦECV¯ Li2EDCSEI
ε∗SEIF Π˜
√
t,
=
√
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
ε∗SEIF
(
κ∗∆ΦEC +D∗FcEC
)√
t. (44)
Comparison to Eq. (29) reveals that adding solvent dif-
fusion accelerates SEI formation. The
√
t-growth law is
still valid as SEI growth is limited by reactant transport.
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Naturally, only a subset of the combinations of D∗ and
κ∗ yields reasonable SEI growth rates. A good measure
for the growth rate is
∂L2
∂t
= L˙2 =
V¯ Li2EDCSEI
Fε∗SEI
(
κ∗∆ΦEC +D∗FcEC
)
(45)
which is constant in time for square-root like growth. In
Fig. 10 the red lines correspond to growth rates observed
at T = 15/60 oC [26, 30, 48]. When moving along one
of these lines, Π˜ increases monotonically from 0 to 1.
SEI growth is limited by a single transport mechanism,
unless both effective transport parameters, D∗ and κ∗,
are finely attuned to one another. These cases (Π˜ ≈ 1 and
Π˜ ≈ 0) are recovered, when one of the effective transport
parameter vanishes. If D∗ is small, electron conduction
determines the growth rate and κ∗ converges towards the
values found in [26]. If κ∗ is small, solvent diffusion is
rate-limiting and D∗ converges towards values found in
[30, 31].
At this point, we want to draw first conclusions with
respect to the rate-limiting transport mechanism. As dis-
cussed in section IVA, SEI porosity will attain a small
value (0.002 to 0.2) if electron conduction is the rate-
limiting transport mechanism. Therefore, the SEI vol-
ume fraction is approximately one and the growth rate
does not depend strongly on the porosity and the Brugge-
man coefficient. Instead it is mostly determined by κBulk.
This is different if solvent diffusion is the rate-limiting.
In this case the effective transport parameter scales with
ε (to the power of β) which is close to zero. This means
that D∗ depends strongly on three parameters, namely
εcritSEI, β and D
Bulk. SEI formation is a common phe-
nomenon in lithium-ion batteries, occurring in many dif-
ferent systems. The different growth rates of these SEIs
lie within two orders of magnitude, even when the SEI
chemistry is not comparable. This would imply that εcritSEI
and β are correlated in some way. However, we cannot
find any reason why this should be the case. Therefore,
it appears unlikely for solvent diffusion to be the rate-
limiting transport mechanism.
We now study this difference from another perspective.
To this aim, we use the growth rate L˙2 and the relative
location of the reaction interface Π˜ as parameters to label
SEIs (instead of κ∗ and D∗). The variation of the SEI
growth rate with respect to small porosity fluctuations
ε∗SEI is equal to
∂L˙2
∂ε∗SEI
= L˙2
[
1.5Π˜− 1
ε∗SEI
− β(1− Π˜)
1− ε∗SEI
]
. (46)
We now evaluate and compare the relative variation in
the growth rate from a small porosity change ∆ε
Π˜→ 0 ∆L˙
2
L˙2
≈
(
1 +
βεΠ˜→0SEI
1− εΠ˜→0SEI
)
∆ε
εΠ˜→0SEI
,
Π˜→ 1 ∆L˙
2
L˙2
≈ 1
2
∆ε
εstatSEI
.
This variation is much larger if solvent diffusion is the
rate-limiting transport mechanism (Π˜ → 0) because ei-
ther β or (1− ε∗SEI)−1 is large.
We illustrate this in Fig. 10 where two combinations
of D∗ and κ∗ are marked with a yellow cross. Both
SEIs have the same growth rate because they are lo-
cated on the same red line. The difference between
these films is the rate-limiting mechanism facilitating the
growth. One is solely governed by electron conduction
(Π˜ ≈ 1) whereas solvent-diffusion is limiting the other
one (Π˜ ≈ 0). We now apply a small perturbation ∆ε
to the porosity of each film. This changes the effective
transport parameters κ∗ andD∗ according to the Brugge-
man relation Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) (κBulk is kept con-
stant). The new combination is located on the dashed
line in Fig. 10 and has a different growth rate according
to Eq. (45). The black lines end in yellow circles where
the growth rate is twice or half as large as the original
one. It can be seen that the growth rate is hardly in-
fluenced by porosity fluctuations if electron conduction
is the rate-limiting transport mechanism (Π˜ ≈ 1). Here,
the dashed line remains close to the red one for small
perturbations. Therefore, large porosity fluctuations are
necessary to observe a significant change in the growth
rate. If solvent diffusion is the rate-limiting transport
mechanism (Π˜ ≈ 0), however, the dashed line is almost
orthogonal to the red one. Here, SEI formation is far
more susceptible to porosity changes and small fluctua-
tions can alter the growth rate by a factor of two.
Finally, we propose to probe the sensitivity to poros-
ity fluctuations in an experiment and identify the rate-
limiting transport mechanism. SEI is deformed during
cycling due to volume changes of the electrode parti-
cles. These deformations change the porosity which in
turn affect the growth rate. This results in systematic
variations of SEI thickness when the electrode material
deforms anisotropically, e.g., on HOPG. We predict no-
table thickness differences correlating with the atomistic
orientation of the electrode surface.
This could be observed in the experiment proposed in
section IVA. Alternatively, information about the rate-
limiting transport mechanism could be obtained in a dif-
ferent experiment. We propose to add additional, marked
(e.g. isotopically, see [7]) solvent/electrolyte to a cell with
a well-established SEI. The location of newly formed SEI
can then be determined with depth profiling techniques
after a long storage period.
V. DISCUSSION
The quality of theoretical studies depends on reliable
parameter choices and model assumptions. In this sec-
tion, we discuss the validity of our choices. To this aim,
we justify our assumptions and discuss the dependence
of our predictions on them. Our model relies on two im-
portant assumptions. Firstly, we assume that the SEI
is homogeneous parallel to the electrode surface and de-
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FIG. 10: Relative position of the reaction interface Π˜ depend-
ing on the effective transport parametersD∗ and κ∗ according
to Eq. (43). The red lines show parameter sets with identical
SEI growth rates and satisfy Eq. (45). Dashed black lines
show how two parameter sets D∗/κ∗ (marked with yellow
crosses) move when porosity is changed but κBulk is fixed.
The lines end in yellow circles where the formation rate is
double (right) or half (left) of the original growth rate.
velop a one dimensional model. Secondly, we choose a
specific dependence of transport parameters on porosity.
Besides these assumptions, we make use of physical re-
strictions such as mass, volume, and charge conservation.
Most obvious, SEI thickness, see Eq. (29), and poros-
ity, see Eq. (34), strongly depend on transport param-
eters (κBulk,DBulk,β) as discussed above. SEI porosity,
for example, is governed by the Bruggeman coefficient β
of the electrolyte. Thermodynamic parameters, such as
the density of SEI compounds and the onset potential of
reduction reactions influence our results as well. How-
ever, unlike transport parameters we know these param-
eters reasonably well. Therefore, an inaccurate choice of
these thermodynamic parameters does not influence our
results in a significant way. The kinetics of the fast re-
duction reactions characterized by the activation energy
EA are not critical as well. The only exception is the
onset potential of the second reduction reaction. This
parameter strongly influences the thickness of the inner
layer. Nevertheless, the qualitative observations of the
dual-layer systems remain unchanged.
An assailable model assumption is the use of conven-
tional electron conduction in SEI compounds. It is known
that several common SEI compounds have large band
gaps, i.e. Li2EDC [21], Li2CO3 [18] and LiF [49]. Corre-
sponding conductivities are well below the values which
are necessary to drive long term SEI formation at real-
istic rates. Nevertheless, SEI composition is diverse and
a conduction like mechanism could emerge. This could
be due to defects or band-bending on grain boundaries
inside the SEI. Interface effects on such boundaries can
promote lithium-ion and potentially electron mobility as
shown by Zhang et al. [20]. We highlight that the specific
transport mechanism used does not alter our model pre-
dictions as demonstrated by replacing conduction with
neutral lithium interstitial diffusion (see section IVA).
Any mechanism which transports charges though the SEI
for the reduction of the solvent at the SEI/electrolyte in-
terface will produce qualitatively similar results. The
only requirement is that the mechanism decreases lin-
early with SEI thickness and that the transport occurs
in the solid SEI.
Our assumption of homogeneity parallel to the elec-
trode surface is seemingly contradicted by TEM images of
fluctuating SEI thickness [6]. Such measurements, how-
ever, typically relate to initial molecular layers of the
SEI which our model does not describe. Furthermore,
our model offers three explanations for fluctuations in
thickness. Fluctuations in the initial SEI composition
might locally affect the conductivity. Alternatively, dif-
ferent electrode surfaces, e.g., the basal/edge planes on
graphite, can yield different electron injection rates into
the SEI. Lastly, SEI thickness fluctuations are expected
if solvent diffusion is the rate-limiting process (see sec-
tion IVC). Our model remains to be applicable locally
if these fluctuations occur on a length scale comparable
to the SEI thickness. If SEI is exposed to large mechani-
cal stress, e.g., on silicon electrodes [12], local properties
dominate SEI evolution and our model cannot be applied.
Finally, we keep our model simple and clear on pur-
pose and neglect a couple of details. For example, we do
not take into account dissolution of SEI species [4] which
competes with SEI growth. A nucleation and precipi-
tation process for SEI formation has been proposed by
Ushirogata et al. [21]. Nucleation and growth of larger
SEI particles in solution might be essential during the
formation of the initial SEI. Modeling this process would
delay the reaction and the precipitation process, which
would not influence the long time SEI growth. We ne-
glect this mechanism because we focus on long-term SEI
formation. SEI material lost by diffusion into the bulk
electrolyte phase could be accounted for by using an ef-
fective stoichiometry for the reduction reaction.
VI. SUMMARY
In this work, we discuss a novel one dimensional model
which describes long-term SEI growth [26]. We study
several plausible scenarios and predict observable SEI
properties depending on the respective assumptions. In
all scenarios, SEI thickness evolves with the square root
of time because SEI growth is limited by the transport
of SEI precursors through the SEI.
In our reference scenario structural properties do not
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prevent the formation of a dense SEI. Then electron con-
duction is the rate-limiting transport mechanism. Our
model predicts the formation of a porous SEI. SEI poros-
ity is almost constant throughout the film and does not
change in time. It is the result of an interplay of two
transport processes, electron conduction away from the
electrode and solvent diffusion towards the electrode.
Therefore, porosity depends solely on the parameters
characterizing these processes.
Solvent diffusion is the rate-limiting transport mecha-
nism if structural properties prevent the formation of a
dense SEI. We find that the growth rate of the SEI is very
susceptible to porosity fluctuations in this case. There-
fore, we predict an inhomogeneous thickness distribution
of SEI on electrodes with anisotropic volume expansion.
If solvent diffusion is the rate-limiting transport mecha-
nism, such fluctuations will be observable in a suitable
imaging experiment (see IVD).
Replacing electron conduction with diffusion of neutral
lithium interstitials only alters the aforementioned pre-
dictions quantitatively. This illustrates that they are uni-
versal and independent from the specific transport mech-
anism in the solid SEI.
In scenarios where two reduction reactions are consid-
ered, we observe an additional inner SEI layer close to the
electrode. The two layers have different chemical com-
positions and may also exhibit different morphologies.
These properties can be observed and employed to iden-
tify the type of the second reduction reaction (see section
IVB). We find that the ratio of the inner layer thickness
to the total SEI thickness tries to attain a stationary
value. This value depends on the electrode potential and
will be attained after the electrode potential remained
constant for a longer period of time (≈ 60 days). It does
not change when the SEI ages and is restored when the
SEI is physically damaged. Observing such a connec-
tion between the thicknesses of inner and the outer layer
would suggest electron conduction to be the rate-limiting
transport mechanism.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we discuss a new model to describe long-
term SEI growth on negative electrodes. Our model is the
first to capture SEI morphology in a spatially resolved
way. Explicitly, we explain the growth of a SEI with fi-
nite porosity. We can model different rate-limiting trans-
port mechanisms in the solid SEI phase. Additionally,
we can adjust SEI porosity and enable solvent diffusion
through the pores to be the rate-limiting transport mech-
anism. This enables us to predict SEI properties which
are unique to each mechanism. These predictions are
observable in suitable experiments and should allow to
draw conclusions with respect to the rate-limiting trans-
port mechanism for SEI growth.
To this aim, we propose in-situ imaging studies of well-
established SEI, e.g., with TEM or neutron reflectometry.
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IX. APPENDIX
Description Unit
ε/εSEI Porosity/volume fraction of the SEI -
c Main solvent (EC) concentration molm−3
cLi Neutral lithium interstitial concentration molm−3
Φ Electronic potential (solid SEI) Vm−1
v/v˜ Electrolyte/solid convective velocity m s−2
jE Electronic current in the solid SEI phase Am−2
rj Turnover of reaction “j → k” mol s−1
m−3
A Specific surface area of the porous SEI m−1
L/LI Thickness of the SEI / inner SEI layer nm
Π Ratio of LI and L, Π = LIL−1 -
Π˜ Location of the reaction interface relative
to L
-
α(ε) Transition function between local accumu-
lation and SEI expansion
-
ε∗/ε∗SEI Average SEI porosity/volume fraction -
D∗ Solvent diffusion coefficient at average SEI
porosity D∗ = ε∗βDBulk
m2s−1
κ∗ SEI conductivity at average SEI volume
fraction κ∗ = ε1.5SEIκBulk
Sm−1
∆ΦEC Φ
0
EC − ΦE V
∆ΦDMC Φ
0
DMC − ΦE V
∆Φdiff Φ
0
EC − ΦDMC V
TABLE II: Nomenclature and description of frequent quanti-
ties. Parameters are described and given in table I
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